
Speakers best edify the church by taking turns.
Everything said in service should edify the church. 

Prophecy or tongues – which spiritual gift is best? Last
Sunday, Pastor Keith took us through 1 Corinthians 14,
answered this question through the eyes of the 1st
century believers Paul first addressed, and shared
what it meant for us Christians today.

Unlike present day Christians who have access to the
written Bible, 1 st century believers did not have this
privilege and relied more on God’s spoken Word.
Because of this, Paul’s topic of “prophecy or tongues”
was of utmost importance to them.

So, what is prophecy and what is tongues? Prophecy
is the special ability to receive revelation from God,
and communicate this in an immediate message to
His people by speaking His words without error.
Tongues on the other hand is the God given ability to
speak divine revelation in a foreign language by the
speaker, to unbelieving Jews in their language, as a
sign that a gifted interpreter can translate to edify the
church. Of the two, Paul is clear that prophecy is
superior. “For one who speaks in tongue does not
speak to men but to God; for no one understands…
But one who prophesies speaks to men for edification
and exhortation and consolation. One who speaks in
a tongue edifies himself; but one who prophesies
edifies the church” (v2-4).

Prophecy is superior because of its purpose of
speaking to men and edifying the church. It is also
superior because it can result in the conversion of
unbelievers. While tongues play a unique role of
authenticating God’s work to those who do not yet
believe, it is not enough. While it serves as a sign of
God’s presence unbelievers, it cannot be understood
without an interpreter, and therefore cannot lead to
changed lives. “…Unless you utter by the tongue a
speech that is clear, how will it be known what is
spoken? For you will be speaking into the air” (v9).
Prophecy on the other hand is comprehensible, and
can therefore lead to the conviction and repentance
of unbelievers.

Paul not only shared his perspective on “prophecy or
tongues”, he also taught the Corinthian church how to
maintain order in their services in this context. His
instructions:
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In your opinion which 
spiritual gift is better, the
gift of prophecy or 
tongues?  What does these
two gifts mean to us in the
modern day?



 Discipline those who disobey Christ’s speaking limitations. “…Let him recognize
that the things which I write to you are the Lord’s commandment. But if anyone
does not recognize this, he is not recognized” (v37-38).

Emphasize prophecy without totally excluding tongues, “desire earnestly to
prophesy, and do not forbid to speak in tongues. But all things must be done
properly and in an orderly manner” (V39-40).

       If anyone speaks in tongues, they should take turns and have an interpreter, “but if     
       there is no interpreter, he must keep silent in the church; and let him speak to 
       himself and to God” (v28). If anyone prophesies, they should also take turns and be 
       evaluated by other prophets. If a woman desires to speak in tongues or prophecy, 
       let her remain silent. This is in obedience to God, who in His wisdom guides us on
       what He believes women do better than men, and vice versa.

So, what does this all mean for us Christians today? In the 21 st century when God
speaks to us through His Word, the Bible, the emphasis is less on “prophecy or
tongues” but more on the importance of God’s Word. As we reflect on this message,
let’s ask ourselves. How rooted are we in God’s Word? Do we put it on the backburner,
or do we dwell on it as our source of life and guide for our Christian walk? Do we
prioritize it in our quiet times, our home groups, our d-groups? Is it an indispensable
part of our daily lives?

Follow the way of love and
eagerly desire gifts of the
Spirit, especially
prophecy.
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